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ABSTRACT: Vacancies are common in solid materials, but it
remains a challenge to introduce them at specific locations
with controlled distributions. Here we report the creation of
ordered metal vacancies and linker vacancies in a cubic metal−
organic framework (MOF) based on Zn(II) and pyrazole-
carboxylic acid by removing a quarter of the metal ions and
half of the linkers. The MOF with ordered vacancies shows
increased pore size, thus allowing large dye molecules to fit in
the pores. Furthermore, by filling the vacancies with new
metals and new linkers, eight new single-crystalline MOFs with multicomponents in absolute order are introduced. The
capability of performing stepwise elimination and addition reactions systematically in extended solids without destroying the
structural integrity has generated complex MOF structures which otherwise cannot be made.

■ INTRODUCTION

Vacancies in crystalline solids are well-known and have been
extensively studied for the impact they make on the electrical,
optical, magnetic, and catalytic properties of materials.1

Generally, these vacancies are missing ions or atoms in an
ordered lattice in which they are often found to be randomly
distributed, and in few cases, they are ordered.2−5 They do,
however, constitute a minority yet an important part of the
overall structure of the material. Although such vacancies are
easily found in solids, it remains a challenge to introduce them
in a deliberate manner at specific locations with precise control
over their distributions. This is attributable to the fact that
harsh conditions (e.g., high temperature,6,7 addition of
mineralizers8,9) are typically required for generating vacancies
in solids. In this report, we show how ordered vacancies can be
successfully generated in metal−organic frameworks
(MOFs),10−14 and how the resulting framework can be
functionalized by carrying out chemistry on those created
vacancies.
Specifically, we use as an exemplar a three-dimensional

porous MOF (1, Zn4O(PyC)3, PyC = 4-pyrazolecarboxylate)
constructed from Zn4O(COO)6 and Zn4ON12 units linked by
PyC. We demonstrate the creation of vacancies by removal of
half of the linkers and a quarter of the metal ions from crystals
of 1 to make 2 (Zn3□1(OH)(PyC)1.5□1.5(OH)(H2O)3.5·
(PyC)0.5, □: vacancy) with full retention of single crystallinity
and the original unit cell dimensions (Figure 1a). Accordingly,
the structure of 2 shows the systematically ordered appearance
of vacant sites originally occupied by the linkers and metal ions
and exhibits a corresponding increase in the pore size. We
further show that the metal vacancies can be filled with new
metal ions (Li+, Co2+, Cd2+, and La3+) and the linker vacancies

with new functionalized linkers (CH3−PyC and NH2−PyC)
reactions which can be carried out separately or in a combined
step. While defects have been obtained by linker fragmentation
during crystal growth15−18 and random vacancies have been
created by acid etching in MOFs,19 the presented cycle of
making a MOF without vacancies, creating ordered vacancies in
that MOF, and filling such vacancies with new modules is
fundamentally important because it generates more complex
MOFs which otherwise cannot be made.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here, we outline the synthesis and characterization of all
materials produced without and with vacancies and the
associated chemistry to fill those vacancies.

Creating Ordered Metal and Linker Vacancies in
MOFs by Elimination Reactions. Solvothermal reaction of
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O with H2PyC in N,N-diethylformamide (DEF)
at 100 °C for 48 h affords single crystals of Zn4O(PyC)3, noted
as 1. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction reveals that structure 1 is
cubic, where two types of secondary building units (SBUs)20

are connected by the PyC (Figure 2a and Table S1 in the
Supporting Information). Specifically, N in pyrazolate and O in
carboxylate coordinate to Zn(II), and they self-organize into
Zn4ON12 and Zn4O(COO)6, acting as two sets of octahedral
SBUs (Figure 1b) that are arranged alternatively along the
network. This structure crystallizes in chiral F23,21 with a =
20.09 Å. The almost identical coordination features of the
pyrazolate and the carboxylate make structure 1 analogous to
MOF-5.22
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a framework undergoing metal and linker elimination reactions and new metal and new linker addition reactions
in single-crystal form. A cubic structure (a, left) containing two types of octahedral secondary building units (SBUs) (b) transforms itself into a new
structure (a, middle) with two types of triangular SBUs (c) by creating ordered metal and linker vacancies. This structure could process a second-
step transformation by filling the vacancies with new metals and new linkers (a, right), resulting in a framework with two types of heterometallic
octahedral SBUs (d) and two types of linkers arranged in order. Color scheme in b, c, and d: original metal, light blue; new metal, green; C, gray; N,
dark blue; O, red.

Figure 2. Single-crystal structures of the MOFs without vacancies, with vacancies, and with new modules filled in the vacancies. Superimposition of
the structures 1 (a), 2 (b), 3-Co (c), and 4-CH3 (d) reveals the ordered sites where the elimination and addition of metals and linkers take place. Zn,
light blue; C, gray; N, dark blue; O, red.

Figure 3. (a) Still images of crystals taken at 0 and 24 h after structure 1 was immersed in water suggest a single-crystal to single-crystal
transformation. (b) A quarter of the metal ions and half of the linkers (shown in translucent form) of structure 1 are removed to generate structure 2
with ordered metal vacancies and linker vacancies. Zn, light blue polyhedra; C, gray spheres; N, dark blue spheres; O, red spheres.
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Upon immersion of crystals of 1 in water at room
temperature, we observe the transformation of 1 to 2,
Zn3□1(OH)(PyC)1.5□1.5(OH)(H2O)3.5·(PyC)0.5, in 24 h.
The formula of structure 2 is determined by the single-crystal

X-ray diffraction along with elemental analysis, in which the
additional PyC serve as counteranions to the cationic
framework (see the Supporting Information). The octahedral
morphology of the crystals remains intact during the trans-
formation, as confirmed by the images taken throughout the
process (Figure 3a and Figure S5 in the Supporting
Information). 2 remains single-crystal quality, which allows us
to examine its structure by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.
Interestingly, structure 2 (Figure 2b) contains two kinds of
triangular SBUs, Zn3(OH)N6 and Zn3(OH)(COO)3 (Figure
1c), which is different from the octahedral Zn3(OH)N6(COO)3
SBU as in the case of MOF-324,23 and applying both of them as
building blocks in one single structure is unprecedented. In
structure 2, each SBU is connected to three organic linkers,
resulting in a three-dimensional MOF in srs topology.24

The single-crystal to single-crystal transformation (Figure
3b) from 1 to 2 is achieved by (i) taking out one Zn atom in
each SBU and (ii) the excision of half of the linkers from the
framework completely, with the coordination around the metals
further saturated by incoming H2O molecules. The three

remaining organic linkers around each SBU are still
perpendicular to each other, generating a network with
rectangular channels. The cell dimensions of 2 (a = 20.09 Å)
are identical to that of 1 with the space group reduced to
slightly lower symmetry (P213), accounting for the formation of
metal vacancies and linker vacancies. We confirm the
homogeneity of the bulk materials 1 and 2 by their powder
X-ray diffraction (XRD) where their diffraction patterns match
those simulated from the single-crystal X-ray data (Figure 4a).
The positions of the missing metals and linkers represent the

vacancies, and their order is confirmed by the crystallographic
regularity of 2. We observe that when the immersion of 1 in
water is done for a shorter time the elimination reaction is
incomplete and probably with a random distribution of
vacancies in the structure, while a longer time for this reaction
results in the appearance of a second phase in the crystals,
which is a two-dimensional MOF structure (Zn(PyC)(H2O),
Figure S1, Supporting Information). Thus, it is worthy to note
that the regularity of vacancies in 2, although not expected, is
observed because of a right time window for the right number,
which happens to be the maximum number, of vacancies to
form without architectural collapse of the structure. In a way,
the conversion of the 1 to 2 process is akin to the removal of
nonload-bearing walls of a building. Importantly, only subtle

Figure 4. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-synthesized 1 and 2 (a) and those of as-synthesized 1, 3-Co, 4-CH3, and 5-CH3 (b), along
with their corresponding simulated patterns based on the single-crystal X-ray data.

Table 1. Zn:M Ratio and Selected Bond Lengths in the SBUs for Structures 1 and 3-Ma

aThe distances between Zn or Zn/M (shown in green) and μ4-O (O in the center of SBUs) are listed. Zn:M ratios are determined by ICP-AES, and
the bond lengths with estimated standard deviations (esd’s) are determined by the single-crystal X-ray diffraction. The ratios are reported as the sum
of Zn and M being four, which corresponds to four metal sites in each SBU.
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rearrangement of the remaining linkers is involved during the
symmetry-guided creation of the vacancies. The systematic
excision is driven by (i) the coordination of the metal ions with
the H2O molecules and (ii) the favorable entropy by releasing
free metal ions and linkers, and this single-crystal to single-
crystal process is facilitated by the reversible metal−linker
coordination.
Interconnected channels in 1 and 2 facilitate the release of

metal ions and linkers and the subsequent diffusion out of the
crystal. Following the transformation, addition of aqueous Na2S
solution to the supernatant results in a substantial amount of
white ZnS precipitate, confirming the presence of Zn2+ freed
from the framework. Solution-state 1H NMR of the white
powder obtained by evaporating the supernatant also
demonstrates the presence of pyrazolecarboxylate (Figure
S15, Supporting Information). The porous nature of these
MOF structures allows the efficient transportation of ions in
the pores without blocking them.
Filling Ordered Metal Vacancies with New Metal Ions.

A second-step single-crystal to single-crystal transformation is
performed by the immersion of structure 2 in DEF solutions of
different metal ions (Li+, Co2+, Cd2+, or La3+) at 100 °C for 3
days. The dissolution−recrystallization mechanism was ruled
out by monitoring the shape and the amount of crystals during
the reactions closely (Figure S6, Supporting Information). The
obtained structures (3-M, Zn4−xMxO(PyC)3, M = Li, Co, Cd,
and La) are still in single-crystal form, which makes single-
crystal X-ray analysis possible (Table S2, Supporting
Information).
The 3-M series (Figures 2c and 4b) is isostructural with

structure 1. However, instead of the F23 space group for
structure 1, the 3-M series possesses P213 space group. This
indicates that in each SBU one metal site (Site A in Figure 2c)
is not identical with the other three sites (Site B), suggesting
the possible formation of heterometallic SBUs. A closer
investigation of the bond lengths (Table 1) between the
metals and the μ4-O in the center of the SBUs, which belongs
to the most rigid part of the structure in spite of the disordered
nature of the framework, reveals that the bond lengths
involving Site A are more deviated from those of the typical
Zn−O in MOFs. What is more, the estimated standard
deviations (esd’s) of bond lengths involving Site A are
significantly higher than those involving Site B. A super-
imposition of structure 2 and 3-M reasonably points out that
Site A was the vacancy sites, and now the metals fill them
during this second-step transformation. On the other hand, Site
B which was fully occupied by Zn(II), remains intact, thus
showing lower esd’s with typical Zn−O bond lengths.
These heterometallic MOFs show different M/Zn ratios in

the SBUs, due to the various metal−linker coordinations. For
example, Li(I), Cd(II), and La(III), with different coordination
numbers and different M−O and M−N bond lengths, show
relatively low occupancies in Site A from 14% to 36%, as
determined by the ICP-AES (Table 1 and Table S4 in the
Supporting Information). Since new metals introduce dis-
tortions to the framework, 3-M with low occupancy of new
metals is thermodynamically favored. A majority of the
vacancies were backed up by Zn(II), which is believed to
have been provided by the sacrifice of some frameworks. The
sacrifice also feeds linkers needed to recover the cubic network,
in addition to the free PyC which were in the pores as charge-
compensating ions for the cationic framework of 2. The
coordination of the newly installed metals is further saturated

by solvents, with the charge balanced by compensating ions.
Powder XRD patterns of the crystals after the transformation
confirm that no new solids are formed, as evidenced by all the
peaks corresponding to the simulated pattern of 3-M (Figure
S2, Supporting Information). This method demonstrates the
successful systematic filling of various metal ions with different
coordination numbers, radius, and valences into ordered
vacancies in the crystals.
In the vacancy filling with Co2+, we observe that its ratio with

Zn2+ is 0.95:3.05, which suggests that Site A is filled with
Co(II) dominantly, as determined by the ICP-AES. Consider-
ing the similar ionic radius and coordination mode, Co2+ could
occupy the ordered vacancies without introducing serious
structural distortion. With much less Zn2+ available in the
solution, Co2+ occupies these vacancy sites. This kinetics-driven
process leads to single crystals composed of SBUs containing
exactly three zinc ions in Site B and one cobalt ion in Site A in
order (Figure 1d). Our studies show that using higher
concentration of Co2+ does not lead to more Co(II) in the
framework. The unique structural features of 2 make it act as a
basis to introduce complexities in crystalline solids by
precrafting numerous vacancy sites. The absolute ordered
distribution of two similar metals at the atomic level with a
well-defined chemical environment could not be achieved by
other postsynthetic methods25−47 reported for MOFs.

Filling Ordered Linker Vacancies with New Linkers.
The ordered linker vacancies in structure 2 also allow new
linkers with different functionalities to coordinate with metal
ions and to regenerate cubic networks with multifunctionalities.
Specifically, crystals of 2 were immersed in a DEF solution of
pyrazolecarboxylic acid with −CH3 or −NH2 functionality at
100 °C for 3 days, resulting in new crystals we termed 4-L
(Zn4O(PyC)3‑yLy; 4-CH3 for L = CH3−PyC, 4-NH2 for L =
NH2−PyC). Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (Table S3,
Supporting Information) of 4-L shows that these structures
crystallize in F23,21 where the PyC with and without
functionalities and two types of SBUs assemble into cubic
structures isostructural to 1 (Figure 2d and 4b and Figure S3 in
the Supporting Information).
The ratios between different linkers in 4 are determined by

solution-state 1H NMR of the deuterated HCl-digested MOF
samples. In 4-CH3, CH3−PyC accounts for 42% of the total
linkers in the crystals (Figure S16, Supporting Information).
The value is lower than the ideal 50% because PyC exist in the
pores as the compensating ions in 2, and they also participate in
the linker vacancy filling. For 4-NH2, the percentage of NH2−
PyC is 29% when the same linker concentration was used as in
4-CH3 (Figure S17, Supporting Information). This trend of
lower ratio has been observed in the previous −NH2-containing
MTV−MOFs made by linker mixing strategy.48

While it is impossible to locate the positions of −CH3 or
−NH2 accurately even at lower space group (for example P213)
due to positional disorder, it is tempting to propose logical
arrangement of the two kinds of linkers in the crystals. Upon
heating in DEF, the substitutions of water molecules around
the linker vacancies with the new linkers are thermodynamically
more favorable than the displacement of the pre-existing PyC.
What is more, the percentage of CH3−PyC does not increase
even when higher concentration (up to five times the original
concentration) is employed for 4-CH3, suggesting CH3−PyC
go to the predesigned linker vacancies rather than simply
perform linker exchange with PyC. Compared to its analogue
obtained by solvent-assisted linker exchange (immersion of 1
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into DEF solution of CH3−H2PyC with heating), structure 4-
CH3 shows new linkers at very specific sites deliberately
controlled by the ordered vacancies. Moreover, MOFs
containing NH2−PyC could not be obtained either by the
linker exchange method or by one-pot reaction under various
MOF synthesis conditions performed, demonstrating the
capability of making new structures that could not be made
in other ways.
One-Step Filling of Both Metal and Linker Vacancies

with New Metals and New Linkers. With the capability of
accepting both metal ions and organic linkers into the
framework by occupying the prearranged vacancies, structure
2 is employed to construct MOFs containing two kinds of
metals and two kinds of linkers in one pot. Zn4−xCoxO-
(PyC)3−yLy (5-CH3 for L = CH3−PyC, x = 1.01, y = 1.44; 5-
NH2 for L = NH2−PyC, x = 0.78, y = 0.66) were obtained by
immersing single crystals of 2 in a DEF solution of both the
functionalized linker and cobalt nitrate (Figure 5). The single-

crystal structural analysis (Table S3, Supporting Information)
of 5-CH3 and 5-NH2 reveals their isoreticular network with
structure 1 (Figure 4b and Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information), with the ratio of two kinds of metals and two
kinds of linkers determined by ICP-AES (Table S4, Supporting
Information) and 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figures S18 and S19,
Supporting Information), respectively. During the construction
of 5-CH3, the additions of Co(II) and CH3−PyC to the
framework does not interfere with each other, as supported by
the ratio of metals and linkers in 5-CH3 (Zn:Co = 2.99:1.01,
PyC:CH3−PyC = 1:56:1.44) being similar to those in 3-Co and
4-CH3. What is more, these ratios are determined by the ratios
between preoccupied sites and vacancy sites for metals and
linkers in 2 (3:1 and 1.5:1.5, respectively).
With two kinds of metal ions and two kinds of linkers in the

system, it is possible to obtain four different MOFs based on
one single metal and one linker by routine solvothermal
reactions. It is also possible to construct multifunctional MOFs
with mixed metals and/or linkers,16,17,48−58 in which the
composition and the order are difficult to control when the
connectivities are similar to each other. Despite the high
similarity between Zn(II) and Co(II) and between PyC and
CH3−PyC, we are able to place them in exact order within the
whole crystal. After elimination and addition reactions involving

both metals and linkers as parts of the skeleton, 5-CH3
represents networks with two types of heterometallic inorganic
building units and two kinds of organic linkers in absolute order
(Figure 5). Equivalent to functionalizing small molecules step
by step, the system here demonstrates an example of
performing stepwise reactions in crystalline solids, and what
is more, without destroying the architectural integrity.59

Porosity of MOFs without and with Vacancies. It is
noteworthy that Zn4O(dmcapz)3 (dmcapz = 3,5-dimethyl-4-
carboxypyrazolato), a structure determined by powder XRD,
shares an analogous framework with structure 1 and was first
reported by J. A. R. Navarro.60 With a slenderer linker, structure
1 has relatively larger pore size. It features large and small pores
(10.8 and 7.6 Å in diameter, respectively), with the pore
aperture of 4.5 Å in diameter. The porosity of 1 is assessed by
performing N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K subsequent to
sample activation (Figure 6a). The isotherm exhibits a Type-I
behavior, which is typical of microporous MOFs, with a
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area of 1249 m2 g−1.
After creating vacancies by the removal of the metal ions and
the linkers, structure 2 constitutes rectangular channels with the
diagonal of the aperture ∼13.0 Å, showing a BET surface area
of 1144 m2 g−1. Hysteresis can be observed in the N2 isotherm
of structure 2, which corresponds to the defects,61,62 such as
mesopore formation as a result of fragmentary framework
collapse during the transformation. The increase of the
adsorbed amounts of N2 (387 and 546 mg g−1 for 1 and 2 at
P0, respectively) is observed, along with the crystal density
reduction from 1.00 to 0.74 g cm−3 during the transformation.
Low-pressure N2 adsorption isotherms of structures 3-M, 4-

L, and 5-L (Figures S7−S9, Supporting Information) reveal
that the multimetal and/or multilinker systems retain their
original porosity after two steps of reactions on the single
crystals, and their surface area values are listed in the
Supporting Information Table S5. The hysteresis in the
isotherms of these MOFs is attributed to the mesopores
formed by the sacrifice of the framework to provide metal ions
and/or linkers needed. For 3-Co and 4-CH3, the hysteresis is
more obvious because higher occupancies of new metals and
new linkers introduce more defects to the crystals. Micropore
size distribution analyses of all MOFs show narrow micropore
distributions (Figures S10−S14, see the Supporting Informa-
tion). Thermogravimetric analysis (Figures S22−S25, Support-
ing Information) indicates these MOFs exhibit similar thermal
stability with the main weight loss starting at around 300 °C.
The pore size and shape transformation by creating vacancies

is also assessed by the inclusion of acridine red molecules into
the pores of the crystals. Acridine red, with a size of 14.2 × 8.3
× 3.7 Å3, could diffuse into the pores of structure 2 with
rectangular openings. Visual examination reveals that the
crystals of 2 turn orange upon immersion in the ethanol
solution of acridine red. The acridine red amount in the pores
was determined by the 1H NMR spectroscopy after the crystals
were washed, dried, and then digested in deuterated HCl. In
structure 2, the ratio of PyC to acridine red is 10.5:1 (Figure
S20, Supporting Information), which corresponds to about one
acridine red molecule in each unit cell. Remarkably, the acridine
red ⊂ structure 2 maintains the original high crystallinity of the
parent framework, as confirmed by their coincident powder
XRD patterns (Figure 6b). Control experiments were carried
out by attempting to introduce acridine red into porous crystals
of 1, the pore opening (with a diameter of 4.5 Å) of which does
not allow the movement of acridine red into the body of

Figure 5. Single-crystal structure of 5-CH3 with one cube composed of
Zn3CoON12 and Zn3CoO(COO)6 SBUs, PyC, and CH3−PyC in
absolute order shown. The yellow sphere of diameter 10.8 Å illustrates
the empty space inside the cube. Zn, light blue; Co, orange; C, gray; N,
dark blue; O, red.
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crystals. In the event, we established that no acridine red was
found in the pores (Figure 6c and Figure S21 in the Supporting
Information).

■ CONCLUSION

This study illustrates how ordered vacancies can be produced in
a MOF using single-crystal to single-crystal transformation with
full retention of cell dimensions and architectural stability.
Furthermore, reactions on the vacancy sites maintain the
crystallinity and yield MOFs whose structures could not be
made in any other way. In essence, the elimination and addition
reactions performed on macroscopic crystals of 1 and 2 make
these extended structures objects similar to molecules in the
precision with which they can be transformed. Thus, the study
is an example of using crystals as molecules.
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